Squash Match Results
Harvard vs MIT
Nov 17, 2021 at Cambridge, Mass.
(Zesiger Courth)

Harvard 9, MIT 0

**Singles competition**

2. Adam Corcoran (HU) def. Joe O'Connor (MIT) 11-3, 11-4, 11-1
3. George Crowne (HU) def. Tom Hogan (MIT) 11-9, 11-8, 11-4
4. Ido Burstein (HU) def. Eli Kramer (MIT) 11-4, 11-0, 11-3
7. Tate Harms (HU) def. Keith Lamp (MIT) 11-9, 11-4, 11-4
9. John Finley Ong (HU) def. Matt McManus (MIT) 11-8, 9-11, 11-6, 12-10
Exh. Saechow Yap (MIT) def. Erik Wang (HU) 12-10, 11-7, 11-7

Match Notes: